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Trump odvrátil třetí světovou válku — znovu
realrawnews.com/2022/11/trump-averts-world-war-iii-again
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Byl to v úterý prezident Donald J. Trump, kdo naléhal na americkou

armádu, aby změnila svůj obranný postoj na Defcon-3 „Roundhouse“

poté, co se doslechl, že ruské rakety dopadly na Polsko a zabily

nejméně dva lidi, ale poté, co obdržel rozkaz, odvolal tento rozkaz.

vášnivý telefonát od Vladimira Putina a zkoumání fotografií trosek.

Když se objevily zprávy o útoku nebo nehodě, Trump okamžitě

oslovil generála námořní pěchoty Davida H. Bergera, který se v

souladu se zákonem o povstání z roku 1807 ujal národních kódů

jaderného velení, když Trump postoupil prozatímní pravomoc zemi
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armádě před odletem z Washingtonu v lednu 2021. Jak již dříve

uvedly Real Raw News, White Hats, nikoli Bidenův režim, mají

výhradní přístup ke kódům ovládajícím jadernou triádu země a

zdroje říkají, že to stále platí; jinak by Biden již vyvolal jaderný

Armagedon.

Zdroje z Mar-a-Lago řekly RRN, že ačkoli Trump okamžitě měl

podezření na falešnou vlajku, požádal generála Bergera, aby pro

každý případ zvýšil stupeň pohotovosti v zemi.

Minutu poté, co hovořil s generálem Bergerem, Trump obdržel

telefonát od nikoho jiného než od ruského prezidenta Vladimira

Putina, který trval na tom, že jakákoli munice, která mohla

zasáhnout Polsko, nebyla ruského původu a nebyla vypuštěna z ruské

půdy.

Real Raw News loni v únoru, březnu, dubnu a květnu informovaly, že

Trump a Putin udržují otevřenou komunikaci od doby, kdy Putin

zahájil svou „zvláštní vojenskou operaci“ na Ukrajině. Důvod, proč

Putin mluví s Trumpem a ne s Bidenem, je ten, že Putin stále uznává

Trumpa jako zákonného prezidenta Spojených států.

Putin poslal Trumpovi snímky poškození, včetně snímku toho, co

vypadalo jako kovový fragment střely. Přiznal, že jde o raketu

protivzdušné obrany S-300 ruské výroby, která byla vyvinuta

Sovětským svazem a později exportována do zahraničí, včetně

Ukrajiny, a poukázal na to, že rozbité zbytky byly vyraženy

ukrajinským písmem, které nebude přítomno. na jakékoli současné

ruské zásoby.

Putin navrhl dvě možnosti: Buď ukrajinský S-300 náhodně zasáhl

Polsko, nebo Ukrajina vystřelila na Polsko, aby vyvolala válku pod

falešnou vlajkou.

Sužovaný prezident Trump, vyčerpaný měsíci kampaně za kandidáty

v polovině funkčního období, vyřizováním svatby dcery Tiffany a

přípravou vlastního prezidentského projevu, nechal své vojenské
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poradce vyhodnotit snímky a videozáznamy raketového útoku.

Potvrdili Putinova tvrzení – raketa skutečně patřila Ukrajině.

Trump poté zatelefonoval generálu Bergerovi a řekl mu, aby

odstoupil, deeskaloval stav obrany země a zabránil tomu, aby se

zeměkoule zahalila do oblaku radioaktivního popela.

"White Hats pracují na tom, aby zjistili, zda to byla nehoda nebo

pokus o rozpoutání jaderné války," řekl náš zdroj. "Tohle by opravdu

mohlo jít stranou, kdyby nezvítězily chladné hlavy."

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Návštíveno 34 355 krát, 90 návštěv dnes)

 

If he did, then he did it for nothing. How can a president sign the IA

of 1807 behind closed doors? Seems like that would be something the

entire country should be aware of. Otherwise you get what we have

today. Everyone looking at everyone else and wonder what the fuck is

going on!

it gets signed AFTER an insurrection has taken place, which

happened Nov 3rd 2020. That puts the country at WAR and the

public is NOT going to be made aware of anything as that would

inform those criminals exactly what to look out for.
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The thing that confused me last night was why President Trump had

the gold fringed flag’s. I couldn’t tell what type of spire was atop of

the flag pole. It looked like it could have been a spire.

Might’ve been to point out we’re still in a transition phase from USA,

Inc to a Restored Republic. My guess

I’m not sure because everything President Trump and the white hats

do is basically perfect. I do know that President Trump is currently

our president and is planning on running his third term. I am

curious as to when the economy will collapse to wake up the sheeple.

I’m also wondering when the ten days of darkness will happen. I

assume that’s when the movie plays.

Those 10 Day of Darkness will be alerting us that This false Flag

infested movie will be ending sooner rather than later!

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

PC). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however last

month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal

PC) for 9 hours per day. For more detail

 
visit this article.. https://scoopearning.neocities.org/

Last edited 2 hours ago by barshembar

5 hours old Post.

Trump did not sign the Insurrection Act of 1807.

 
Question.

What Does the Word Proclamation Mean?

And How Does it Fit In The Following.

10 USC 254: Proclamation to disperse

 
Text contains those laws in effect on November 15, 2022

 
From Title 10-ARMED FORCES

 

https://scoopearning.neocities.org/
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Subtitle A-General Military Law

PART I-ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL MILITARY POWERS

 
CHAPTER 13-INSURRECTION

§254. Proclamation to disperse

 
Whenever the President considers it necessary to use the militia or

the armed forces under this chapter, he shall, by proclamation,

immediately order the insurgents to disperse and retire peaceably to

their abodes within a limited time.

What Does This Mean.

 
Text contains those laws in effect on November 15, 2022.

How Many Times Will I See this This Statement Posted.

Trump did not sign the Insurrection Act of 1807.

Can the President sign into Law.

 
When the Law reads It is Done By Proclamation!

10 USC 254: Proclamation to disperse

 
Text contains those laws in effect on October 25, 2022

 
From Title 10-ARMED FORCES Subtitle A-General Military Law

PART I-ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL MILITARY POWERS

CHAPTER 13-INSURRECTION

 
§254. Proclamation to disperse

 
Whenever the President considers it necessary to use the militia or

the armed forces under this chapter, he shall, by proclamation,

immediately order the insurgents to disperse and retire peaceably to

their abodes within a limited time.

 
On January 6 2021 4:17 Pm.

 
President Trump Invoked the insurrection act.

 
President Trump By this Proclamation.

 
United all of These Fifty States and it’s Territories

 
And This is Why he Mustered such a large crowd.

 
To Insure there would be a person representing each and every State,

territory
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And United States assets around the world.

So He would have Full Control To Protect Us.

 
Article II Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution,

 
The Commander in Chief clause,

 
states that the President shall be Commander in Chief of the Army

and Navy of the United States,

 
and of the Militia of the several States,

 
when called into the actual Service of the United States.

 
And President Trump remains even today.

 
Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States,

 
and of the Militia and Nation Guard etc. of all the States,

 
And his Hand Picked Military is running the Show

 
Executive Order 13963 of December 10, 2020

 
Providing an Order of Succession Within the Department of Defense

 
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and

the laws of the United States of America, including the Federal

Vacancies Reform Act of 1998

 
And in doing this action.

 
Put him in the Position of Being our Commander in Chief of all of the

military.

 
Until this War is Over!!

 
+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

 
[ And there was no presidential vote that day for biden or any day.

 
and congress was suspended.]

 
+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

2022-07-21 the insurrection was recognized in congress.

the subject for the cause of proclaiming this is the subject that the

2020 presidential election was stolen.

 
This is the only subject the hearings can do for a conviction.

 
the only way they could charge President Trump with a crime is to do
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a full audit of the 2020 election to prove his Proclamation was not

warranted.

 
and the election was not stolen.

January 6 2021 4 17 PM 117th United States Congress Was

Suspended

High light the above line and copy in search engine.

creator:”Robert Gregory Boensch”

and open up the links that start with this.

Archive.org

United States of America is in A War.

 
This is Not A Game.

 
And Every one here has a choice today.

Read, Understand and Share.

The next person That says President Trump.

Our active Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United

States.

 
Posts the Statement .

 
Trump did not sign the Insurrection Act of 1807.

Well it is a True statement.

 
Why deflect by posting this.

 
The True Fact is .

 
We Are In A War And Why Make Idle Talk When We Should Be In

Our Battle Stations.

 
And Be In Full Support of Our Military.

And the Commander Of the United States Military.

 
President Donald J Trump!
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How many Here Has Had a Family Member that Has served?

Are we Just Going to Look the Other Way and Pretend this is Some

Ones else’s Problem!

Your Tomorrow Depends on The Action’s You Take Today.

Remember We Are All in This together..

From.

 
The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.

+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

I’m in the process of reading the articles that Derek Johnson has

given to us. It’s a lot of stuff to read but I plan on learning it.

The lecture in Episode 26 may assist. Enter my handle as one-word

into the Rumble search bar.

He did by proclamation on 01/06/2021 – remember his speach

outside – He signed it on Nov 4th, 2020 in the AM but had to wait

till the trap was set which we all knew – we have ears all over…

Didn’t President Trump sign the Insurrection act when the

Demoniacs where so busy trying impeach and just plain overthrow

him in any way possible?

Watch Derek Johnson videos about military law, order and prodigal.

He explains what’s going on in detail.

Derek Johnson is directly related to the Bush crime family! Plust I

have seen pictures of him throwing up the illuminati signs with the

three fingers and circle. You can find it on Blondie Broadcast on

bitchute under which gates you go thru. Johnson and Hoyt are both

PUDS!
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Thank you. I just watched part of his first video and then caught the

FM gestures and that was it for me. I quit all these shows a year ago

just read comments, but someone sent me his first video and said let

me do a little for the fun of it. did you catch a B.E. is he part of the

B.E. Club. How about he is in Music Ind a CB Ind.

Because i have come to the conclusion that we are being bolsheviked

to keep is from rising up pacified if you will and rrn is full of shit last

two year they been pissing down our backs

why did they never teach us in school or on TV history shows about

66 million Christians Russians who were killed by Bolsheviks?? just

wondering.. i just heard of this recently.. Might be why they hate

Putin.. a fervent Christian Nation.. not willing to sell out to

Bolsheviks and their bankster friends.. and allow their country to

overwhelmed with foreigners who don’t speak Russian or look like

Russians.. same with Hungary.. Japan, etc..

I learned about the Bolsheviks in school. All of the massive murders

done by Lenin, etc. of those times in Russia and also The Holocaust

was taught in school. Of Course I was learning all of this stuff in 50’s

and early 60’s and I’ve heard that much of this History is omitted in

schools now.

Even though Trump has never leaked anything of substance to alarm

or inform the public what’s going on behind the scenes, don’t think

he’d dragging his feet in exposing this entire hoax. We know the DS

reacts AND acts against everything the alliance is doing to free us. At

one point they threatened with dirty bombs targeting 17 of our

largest cities, hitting simultaneously, which would’ve been complete

carnage. The alliance with Special Ops searched, located, and took

out the threats before they dared to move forward. The pace is slow

to protect against multiple terrorist attacks. They’ll never put the

American people in danger but must prioritize the welfare of the

people at every turn. So, c’mon. Stop complaining when it appears

nothing’s happening fast enough. The goal is to win with as few
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civilian casualties as possible. So far, our military’s been taking the

brunt of the damage to keep us safe. There’s always a reaction of

consequence when we move forward and our brave soldiers have

paid the cost. This war is real but this is the only way. No one ever

said it’s gonna be easy. Losing is NOT an option. Hang on, we’re

almost there. We’ve had setbacks but improvised and kept to ‘the

plan’. Hey, we’re ALL weary and frustrated. This, too, shall pass. God

bless us all.

A LOT of things have happened BEHIND closed doors with regard to

our Presidents. I think one of the future history books should be

telling about these things! Why do you think so many are no longer

with us!!! I can hardly wait until all the truths about what was going

on behind closed doors with Obama in the White House comes to

light.

Oh, so you have unequivocal proof he didn’t? We’ll all be waiting

patiently for your valid examples of proof with baited breath.

To be fair, it’s impossible to prove a negative. The burden is on those

of us who think he did sign it to provide evidence. But I imagine that

isn’t real available. I wish all of us respected other people’s right to

do their own research and we all treated one another with respect. I

realize we are all stressed. Most of us are doing our best.

I feel certain he did, how else has the military been able to do so

much to weed out the evil ones

Oh wow. I didn’t know you are by Trump’s side 24/7 and know all he

does.

Folks do you really believe the assholes running this planet have used

restraint and not push the nuke button? Especially the US.

There is another force working to liberate this planet and they will

not allow ANY large scale nukes to be used by any country on the

globe. If not for them the planet would have been destroyed by nukes
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long ago.

My research shows that Nukes are Fake. There is lots of info that

shows they are just made up by the CB

The Galactic Federation operates 30 satellites around the earth to

monitor all nukes and if one is activated by a belligerent country, the

magnetic detonator switches will not operate and that is why no

nukes have been set off, otherwise some psychopath with a nasty ego

would have launched one. The Galactic’s also will not allow

atmospheric and underground detonations of nukes. Only computer

simulations of nuclear blast testing is allowed. So if some belligerent

tried to launch a nuclear missile, it would be a dud, such as the

recent false flag that the Kazarian’s Ukraine launching a missile and

trying to blame Russia. In 2011 in the Nevada nuclear test sites, the

US Air force intelligence learned to dismantle a nuclear bomb using

satellites, frequency beams and vibration weapons connected to

particle beam weapons. This weapon changed the dynamics in the

way a nuclear bomb starts a chain reaction, but also directly effects

the frequency of water. In 2014 classified experiments in the same

locations in Nevada by the Dept. of the air force that was civilian led

military department within the department of Defense, later called

the USSF, or United States Space Force and the air force intelligence

leaned to US 5G frequencies to dismantle a nuclear bomb again using

satellites and direct energy weapons on board military ground

vehicles. The Galactics told the US Military that if they help disarm

all world nukes, that they would be given ET technologies that are far

beyond any presently known earth technologies and this is why “Med

Beds” and other far out technologies are going to be introduced to

the earth masses. Also all know diseases are going to be eliminated.

Big pharma already had cures for cancer, 30 years back, but there’s

more money to be made hawking cures….

@spirittoo The unseen and unsung protector of this planet is

Almighty God. This earth and everything thereof belongs to HIM. He

is well able to protect His creation but He’s not a man confined by
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human skills or intelligence. Trust in the Lord, Our God. He has the

whole world in His hands. amen

Correct. President Thomas Jefferson signed the Insurrection Act into

law on 3 March 1807. President Trump (allegedly) invoked the

Insurrection Act.

Ok, W0zz, Ll0yd, B0fa, The0dore, whatever you say. Or is it pizza

gate? You don’t have a clue and your bs, stated as if it is fact, is just

that, BS. DF.

Where ELSE did you think they got the power to do what they are

doing?????

How do you know Trump didn’t didn’t sign the Insurrection Act? My

source told me that he signed on 11/15/2020. Ukraine shot the MA

Flight 370 in November 2014 with a missal near the board with

Russian and blamed the Russian for those 300 dead people and most

of them, were citizens of Netherland. The Netherland government

did 3 years investigation and confirmed that it was not Russian, but

was done by the Ukraine. Then, Russian still held the World Cup of

Soccer Game there in Russian.

Michael where is the EBS? You claimed that the EBS would happen

after the midterms if Cyber Command detected fraud. You claimed

Cyber Command detected fraud a week ago. Are the White Hats

going to stay in the dark for another 2+ years?

I report what I can learn and can confirm at the time.

 
Always in motion the future is — Yoda.

 
When Trump decided he was throwing his hat in for 2024 officially,

he asked the military to hold off on the EAS.

 
I’m a journalist, not a prophet.

Michael baxter is a military propagandist given just enough

information to maintain support for the milttary and their war

budgets amongst the peasants. Politics is the new religion.. The
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jesuits (of which trump family all are) are laughing at how hopelessly

stupid the masses are..

OK where is your EVIDENCE for this. Do you know Michael? I doubt

it! You are arrogant and you are the propagandist. You are cruel.

I did the research and found it is true Trumps handlers are the

Jesuits … sometime he listens to them sometimes he doesn’t …

people ask why the corporate media trashes him … that is because

the media and government are controlled by the Rockefeller faction

of the cabal, and they are fighting with the Jesuits for control of the

country.

Trump has ties to the black nobility … therefore I will never go by

what he said … only his actions … that is why I don’t trust him.

If I may ask, ma’am, what makes you say that Spitittoo go over the

edge? Especially when we consider our Lord’s teachings that men

shall be known for their works?

Your way off the mark, Trump is controlled by the Galactic

Federation, but that answer is too far outside of the box for you to

comprehend and handle…..! They have given Trump “seventh level

security” and no forces can get through it. That pretty much makes

him bullet proof, after having 37 attempts on his life.

 
The Jesuits are a very negative group of reptilians, hellbent on

controlling humans, working under the guise of being a “Jesus Freak

group” assigned to the Vatican, to fool the lower end masses.

You’re obviously Deep State here to create doubt and hopelessness.

Most of you have sold your soul and lost your connection to God.

Thus, you are forced to create Loosh (for anyone reading, Loosh is

the energy that comes from negative emotions). You Deep Staters are

forced to create anxiety, fear and anger or the demons who possess

you can’t get their daily feed from the hopelessness of your

comments.
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Once people wake up to you, you’re all going to starve emotionally

and will go nuts, if you aren’t psychopaths already. I’d say that you

are.

Michael you are one of my heroes and always will be. You are also an

excellent writer.

If (and the probability is high) the scum-of-the-earth “elites” have

nukes…I can understand the delays. I think President Donald Trump

has the weight of the world on his shoulders right now; its time to

pray and walk in faith despite what we want ‘now.’

Correct. The military is in charge and they’ve done nothing?…Right.

They just sit back and let all this happen and they’re in charge?…

Right. They just sat back and allowed 2 elections to go on unhindered

after detecting fraud?…Right.

 
If Baxter isn’t intentionally lying, he’s getting bad information.

There’s no way any of this can be true because every time things that

are supposed to happen by such and such a date or in the event of

such and such, we just keep moving the goal post. This is all bullshit.

Wake up people.

God never lies!!! Psalm 21:10 There wont be one offspring left

amongst them.

 
Read Matthew 13:24 Jesus and his warring angels are going to bind

up all these compromised tares.

You’re an idiot. For example, it’s blatantly obvious that Hillary

Clinton hasn’t been around for a long time. The look-alike who plays

her part is about 4 inches shorter than the original, and there’s more

than one look-alike or clone. The look-alike or clone who played the

part of her husband looks  like he has been cooked in the oven for far

too long. The look-alike or clone who currently plays Prince Charles

looks nothing like the original. There’s more than one of those too, by

the way. 

 
There’s enough evidence in all of these people who don’t look
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anything like the people they are supposed to be (Bidan is one, for

example) to know that things are indeed getting done. 

 
Readers, once again we have a demon-possessed shill who is here to

create doubt. It’s the collective energy of our faith that God wins that

supports and empowers the White Hats to do their job. Hold the line,

patriots, no matter where you live in the world.

That’s a sign of a great plan, that it can fool most of the people all the

time and help wake them up. Case in point, the fact that most people

still speak of JB as the Prez is a prime example. We still have a lot of

unawakened tards walking around. Our work is not yet done.

Don, Michael isn’t GOD. He has sources who give him info and he

reports it! They might! They aren’t coming out if it means the CABAL

explodes Nukes in NYC and Los Angeles. You and I are not in

positions to know what should be done.

Be Meek!!! That is what God commands. It is his desire that everyone

comes to Jesus Christ and salvation that will.

I did heard a rumor that money was added to your EBT card, a whole

5 dollars to help you with your Thanksgiving dinner.

I hope that one day all of this information comes out and shows the

normies who are not yet awake, what’s been going on while they are

living their lives normally ( worrying only about whether they should

be wearing a mask or even going into to work).

The mask thing is so small on the scale of what the normies will find

out but I can’t wait because it will be the absolute SWEETEST! Like a

riesling grape. Not a big drinker but when the whole BS mask thing is

undeniable to anyone, I will buy a bottle and savor it for weeks!

WWG1WGA!

Don’t speak to me about cool heads in a world where 1% own 99% of

everything. The whole god damn planet is fucking insane. Prove me

wrong.
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You’re wrong, for I am not insane. Cheer up. We are going to win this

thing, great times are ahead

Okay, you’re wrong because it’s not the top 1% who are the Elite, it’s

more like .01%, so you’re off by two decimal places.

Or go off half cocked and ignite the civil war the cabal desperately

wants and give them an excuse to send in UN “peace-keeping” troops

to slaughter us. There is more than one way to look at situations!

No shit Ukraine is trying to start WW3. Why else would they be

harboring the world filth? It ain’t for show and tell.

From the frontlines:

 
The head of the Lublin City Council criticizes Ukraine and calls to

reconsider Poland’s views on this war:

“I absolutely do not understand the actions of our President and

government… It is obvious that this is a Ukrainian missile. It is

obvious that this is a provocation on the part of the Ukrainian

authorities. The missile could not have been launched 100 km in the

opposite direction by mistake. Today, our president should not

reassure us with fairy tales like “it was not so much a rocket

explosion, but an explosion of fuel that was there” and “it was

accident”, but to make it clear to V. Zelensky that Poland will no

longer tolerate such behavior of the Ukrainian authorities! I urge you

to reconsider Poland’s position on this war in the event of another

crossing of the red line!”

Thank goodness for the forsight on the codes. Absolutely we would

have been wiped off the face of the planet if those dumbass lefties

were in charge. Oh that all of the illegals new what they were in for

when they came here. It’s cold, the food is bad for you. lol, I bet they

order the goods from Mexico while they’re shipping out money to

their relatives. We can’t really wait until 2024. Need the Supreme

Court to install Trump and did you hear him say “where’s Biden?”

HAHA, do we have him finally?
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Possible. He didn’t go to the meeting and there is some hint of

“serious health issues.”

The Masked Traitor Trump was always called by V. Putin to inform

him about the destruction of the 31 military laboratories of biological

weapons and about the rescue of over 35 thousand children,

including Americans whom he sent to the USA, but when V. .Putin

asked the Masked Traitor Trump agent KM to tell the American

public what is really happening in Ukraine, the Traitor Trump

refused, preferring the lie told by the mass media.

 
Since then V. Putin has not called the traitor because he realized that

Trump is a KM agent.

 
It is now known that the real Trump died on October 10, 1989, and

this TRAITOR is being used by the Cabal to continue the planetary

Genocide.

 
The American public is sleeping on its feet and will be killed by the

Cabal with the killer vaccine and the 5G antennas that are military

weapons, without understanding what is happening to them.

 
I am sure that General Berger is also a KM agent because I don’t

think he is so idiotic as not to realize that Trump is a KM agent.

Many generals have realized this truth and I am sure that Trump and

Gen. Berger they will hang on the rope. I know for sure that the

planetary genocide and all the lies from Nazi Ukraine will end this

year with the dismantling of NATO, the EU, the UN, the WHO and

other satanic organizations.

You seem batshit crazy; but still, I must concede that I can’t actually

know for certain.

And your evidence is????? that Trump is a “masked traitor?” Trump

maybe had to refuse. You know the left would consider his defense of

Putin as proof he is a communist agent. And you know how often

Putin calls. Didn’t realize you were at Mar-a-Lago.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Jan D Hunsinger
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plus all the great things DJT did during his Public presidency seems

not to Cabal like. I expect a lot of such idiots.

It’s a sad truth, but a brain is a terrible thing to waste. Failure to use

it can be deadly.

Your BS spew is patently false. Trump is in no position to say

anything to the American public about classified military operations

in the Ukraine and for you to claim all this spew is fact, is proof that

you’re so full of pig excrement, it’s running out your ears.

Time to get this country back under control to the rightful

president..I am frustrated and tired of the clown show that is being

played….it has become beyond dangerous. Time to end this horror

show movie….except there will be collateral damage for the sleeping

sheep. They have had Time to wake up. Time to end this show NOW.

I so fully relate to your frustrations; it seems like over and over again,

justice is not served, apparent opportunities are missed, etc. But I

always have to remind myself of the fact that I have woefully

incomplete intel to make sound judgements on what the appropriate

next steps should be; therefore, there’s no better choice but to

continue to support the man that does have all the intel required (as

well as the genius, and [supposedly] the backing of 800+ of the

world’s military brass) to make the proper decisions to complete our

quest.

With that said, I’m still compelled to say, MILLITARY

INTERVENTION NOW!!

Yes. You and I have “woefully incomplete” information. I can’t

fathom how so many are absolutely certain they know way better

than loyal generals, etc. Crazy. I’m not “compelled” to say military

intervention now…even though I too get frustrated. Because i can

understand how hothead responses to quell my personal anxiety

could be disastrous.
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From this report Trump would appear to have seriously overreacted.

A few missile fragments land in Polish farmland and he readies for

nuclear war? That is seriously disproportionate behaviour. Where is

his trust of Putin??

I read all RRN articles from start to finish with great care. What is

your point here?

The end of the article actually makes things even worse. Trump

supposedly told Berger to ‘stand down … preventing the globe

from being enveloped in a cloud of radioactive ash‘. That is

positively grotesque. Two people living on a Polish farmhouse in the

middle of nowhere get killed by missile fragments, and that is a

potential signal for nuclear war??

However, I don’t believe for a moment that Trump actually acted in

this manner. He’s far more rational and canny than this story makes

him out to be. He knew perfectly well all along that Russia had

nothing to do with this incident. Any indications to the contrary he

may have given were clearly just for show to avoid suspicions of

‘Russian collusion’.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Timotheos

I read all RRN articles from start to finish with great care. What is

your point here?

The end of the article actually makes things even worse. Trump

supposedly told Berger to ‘stand down … preventing the globe

from being enveloped in a cloud of radioactive ash‘. That is

positively grotesque. Two people living on a Polish farmhouse in the

middle of nowhere get killed by missile fragments, and that is a

potential signal for nuclear war??

However, I don’t believe for a moment that Trump actually did act in

this manner. He’s far more rational and canny than this story makes

him out to be. He knew perfectly well all along that Russia had
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nothing to do with this incident. Any indications to the contrary he

may have given were just for show, most likely to avoid unfounded

suspicions of connivance with Russia among his generals.

He didn’t over react. Putin was smart enough to contact him and give

him evidence. Everyone is on edge and this situation is very

dangerous…like Bay of Pigs was. We can’t “trust” Putin blindly

either. He has done many good things and I believe in him more than

just about any other nation’s leader. But we have to always be aware

of all possibilities.

But one can certainly trust Putin not to bomb Poland, let alone a

solitary farmhouse in the country! If anyone thinks otherwise, I have

a bridge to sell them.

From this report Trump would appear to have seriously overreacted.

A few missile fragments land in Polish farmland and he readies for

nuclear war? That is seriously disproportionate behaviour. Where is

his trust of Putin??

“Others” would never allow any nukes to fly so… and this article

reads like it was written outta Langley just sayin. Putin is nothing but

an avatar.

Well, everyone not on the Ukraine train knew this was a FF

immediately, and guess what I do not want nuclear war even for

Poland, and I even had a cute Polish Girl Friend for 3 years. She now

lives back in Poland.

Last edited 10 hours ago by TimeIsNow

And you are paid by Soros or the Nazi Musk, because you are very

allergic to the truth.

 
I posted several comments that told the truth about the Traitor

Zombie Trump, but you deleted them all. This proves that I am right
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and that you are in the service of Satan.

There are others who say about Trump that he is a Khazarian agent.

 
You will be hanged like Trump and Gen. Berger.

,,Trump Is Turning Out to Be a Khazar Con Job – Make Some

Arrests – Planned Zombie Apocalypse Activated by 5G – This Is

Criminal: Thousands of Children Illegally Jabbed in the U.S. –

Candace Owens Interview With Trump on His Vaccine Cheerleading

– Youngest Hearts (Children) Dying at Alarming Rates – Australian

Bureau of Statistics Shows 72 Percent Drop in Births Nine Months

After COVID Shots Started’’

 
https://beforeitsnews.com/republican/2022/11/trump-is-turning-

out-to-be-a-khazar-con-job-make-some-arrests-the-planned-

zombie-apocalypse-activated-by-5gthis-is-criminal-thousands-of-

children-haveare-being-illegally-jabbed-in-the-u-s-2445010.html

That was no accident. A false flag attempt to escalate the war. Just

wait until the ground freezes over there. Putin has 300,000 troops

ready to go in and mop up this stupid war. Game over.

YESTERDAY….gen.Surovkin( GEN.ARMAGEDON) sent 100 missiles

to glorious 404 country….way how it goes Kyiv will have likely a most

spectacular firework on the New Year Eve in the history….

My money is on a false flag operation by the Cabal via Ukraine.

Thank God the Biden administration doesn’t have the nuclear codes.

What better way to speed up depopulation?

What’s going on that Mitch McConnell would be reelected as senate

GOP leader right now? That old crust should be done

Rick Scott is making a run for the position. Turtle turd China Mitch

bitch needs to step down.

Mitch McConnell cannot control Trump – he tried his best but

Trump’s candidates let him down.

https://beforeitsnews.com/republican/2022/11/trump-is-turning-out-to-be-a-khazar-con-job-make-some-arrests-the-planned-zombie-apocalypse-activated-by-5gthis-is-criminal-thousands-of-children-haveare-being-illegally-jabbed-in-the-u-s-2445010.html
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Very hard to know what is going on. Nothing on here can be verified.

No proof of anything. But we haven’t seen Comey for sure. Many

other body doubles including Biden. Hard to believe Trump would be

alive without military protection. Hard to believe White Hats would

telegraph plans on this site. If anything, disinformation and

appearing weak when strong would be expected along with any

morsels of truth.

One thing is for sure. Not even Jesus Christ could be elected if this

widespread election fraud persists.

Exactly. Haven’t seen/heard anything of Stelter, Chelsea’s husband,

Chelsea herself for that matter, Birx, and a growing list of other

previous GITMO guests.

Deep state false flag for sure, doesn’t take a genius to figure that one

out, central bankers criminal syndicate would like nothing more than

a global distraction to do their central bank digital currency trick.

Poor trump. My heart bleeds that he is so tired from posting tweets

for mideterms that were a giant disappointment and arranging

million dollar weddings for his rich daughters to marry even richer

and more corrupt JEWISH billionaires connected to military cartels

in africa while the west itself turns into africa….If the the american

miliary are the good guys, why do they refuse to acknowledge that

NATO is run by the U.S military- which russia foreign secretary

CONFIRMED: “america is running the EU as an extension of its state

department”. (in relation to ukraine war)

In the speech Trump mentioned that Nancy is “on her way to another

country to get fired”. I took that to mean she is being taken to Gitmo

and they plan to shoot her there. (Wonder if they will let Paul and

her talk). So, Michael Baxter, dear fellow, can we please get that story

reported real quick when it finally happens? I think you will be there

with bells on, when it does, LoL. Thanks, Michael.

You can watch the video that she was arrested at her home week ago.
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“Putin suggested two possibilities: Either a Ukrainian-owned S-300

accidentally hit Poland, or Ukraine fired on Poland to trigger a False

Flag war.”

Brilliant story. I figured false flag the second I heard the story!!!!

THank GOD Putin talks to Trump directly and Trump gives

intelligent direction to Berger!

Lets be honest here would anyone be sad if putin wiped DC and all its

swamp creatures off the map he’d be doing us all a huge favor

They still have to do Taiwan before EBS, just like Ukraine it is a

cesspool of Deep Stat Ops. Longer then Ukraine. At least is isn’t the

home of the Kazarians.

Trump signed Emergency Orders of some sort before leaving the

White House, & it appears that these were greatly increased by

something Obama did, which shall now be played right back at ’em.

Thanks you, Michael Baxter, for keeping us appraised, & thank you

to President Trump, & our Brave & True Military.

I see it is President Trump and President Putin who do not want a

war that could destroy the planet. As they say cooler heads prevail. I

have no doubt it was a false flag to start WW3

Think you MB for your contribution in this war. To all the citizen

soldiers/patriots, in time of war optics of misdirection is vital if one

expects to win. Disappointment persists on both sides but the side

that does not let disappointments become motivation to give up wins

in the end. This war is not about what we want, our feeling and

desires it is about God being exalted in the earth.  Only God can see

how and what it takes to “win” the deciding battel that brings final

victory. Those in the trenches can only see a small part of the war

and the citizenry can see even less. Therefore, “Be still and know…”

(Psalm 46:10).   Those whom God put into high places to lead this

war can see more and know more about how to execute this
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war. Chose this day whom you will follow; your personal desires and

wishes or God’s desires. If it is your personal desires and wishes you

show yourself to be with the enemy. You are not the only one’s

suffering fatigue in this war. There is no room in this fight for

murmuring complainers who’s only contribution is to throw up their

hands and cry “I quite” unless you give us a different leader etc. all. 

Such rhetoric only serves to embolden the enemy.  Now is the time to

stand together and fight with one voice; now is the time to push on

together toward victory. Those who do will not be disappointed!

Last edited 7 hours ago by addelder

Last night was GREAT, even for those of us hoping for a nuclear

bomb announcement about flagrant election fraud. His Big

Announcement in my opinion was unspoken, hidden in a water

comm!! Anyone else catch that??

Trump, to my knowledge, has never stopped a speech for a sip of

water, which adds extra significance…and he did it TWICE for

emphasis!! And what relates to water? A river, a lake. LAKE!! That’s

it!!

He was admitting what we all know, that the Hobgoblin stole Arizona

from Kari Lake!!And we HAVE IT ALL, people!! Not just AZ, either.

We got it all.

Bye Bye, Dummocrat Party!!

Thanks for this but yeah I missed it. Perhaps something will be done

about Kari Lake’s being cheated, but most here won’t believe it until

it happens. If it doesn’t happen shortly regular people are ready to go

off.

Listen to Ukrainian sympathetic *Sky News* at segment .52 – .56

mark: “unnamed US intelligence official claims it’s been a Russian

missile”.

youtu.be/p8a3IpFBuyw
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Sky News is a right wing network and they mostly hate non-

democratic, communist Russian government.

Still not convinced “nuclear” weapons exist. We’ve been told for

decades that nuclear fallout takes tens of thousands of years to decay.

Yet Hiroshima is rebuilt and populated without any apparent

detrimental health effects.

 
This has been used as a fear tactic to control the peeps forever.

Thank You. Some else did their research. That’s what I found also

and lots more.

It was also used for the phony CW.

Some of you are making comments that are rude, inaccurate, and

add nothing to the discussion. And you trolls, you are sooo obvious.

Give it a redt. We don’t need to be attacking each other. And Michael

does not deserve these attacks. Nor does Trump! Pay attention to

what General Berger says and does and let God handle the rest.

Ruth, not only are you extremely popular here at RRN – with BUCK

being totally off the grid, he told me something in confidence that I

wanted to share with you and the entire group.

Now that DJT has thrown his Hat in Ring for 2024 every one here

deserves to know what BUCK told me.

I really didn’t know or completely understand even with a phD in

Vagina.

“Women are the most incredible ___ creatures on this Planet.

They can MultiTask like nothing us Manly Men have ever Seen!!

A woman can piss’ shit’ fart, fuck’ and have a Tampon inserted inside

of them simultaneously.”

God is Good Ruth.

God is Good!
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Plenty of conservatives took the COVID Shot because Trump brought

it to market and endorsed it. Far less would have taken the COVID

Shot if Hillary was President.

Everyone here recognizes you as a trump hater.

 
Less than a turd troll, a deplorable , yes a liberal

 
Democrat..

 
You are fucking pissed that Trump is so popular..

 
You are jealous…

 
So LIKE most haters YOU LYE. and are pathetic..

If what you suggest is true, then how come I have been able to post

and not been banned

Because BAX1 knows that dissension sells.

He creates his own turbulence and hostility.

It’s a simple process.

Post against your convictions.

Rile up the Congress. Monkeys.

You need a strong villain with overwhelming odds in favor of him to

create a best seller. Who wants to see a game where one side always

wins?

I recognize that you took Trump’s COVID Shot and are now

experiencing Stockholm Syndrome. You’re a slave to the Satanic

pharmaceutical cult. Many more conservatives took the COVID Shot

because Trump brought it to market instead of Hillary.

Odd, that if our military was in fact in control why would the military

allow our men to take the bio weapon jab. That would be like letting

the enemy walk right into fort Bragg shoot hundreds of our soldiers

then let the enemy walk out unharmed in anyway.
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1. We knew it was a false-flag hence the $87B donation to Ukraine

but the photos were shown after brandons false intel stated it was

russia russia russia.

 
2. According to the updated military book of about 20yrs ago (LOL)

the indoor dress flag has the gold fringe…

 
3. Yes Trump signed the Act on the night of the steal Robert Gregory

Boensch, but didn’t proclaim it till planned insurrection by Pelosi

and others on 01/06/2020 – relisten to Trumps speech when he was

outside…. Pay attention to words…

 
4. Trump also bankrupt the US Corp, turning the clock back to 1871

when they instituted the United States Reorganization act of 1871

violating the US Constitution. Paperwork went in Oct 2020 and was

semi-finalized 01/07/2021 then reopened on the 25th for inserted

final paperwork. FLORIDA bankrupcy court.

 
5. Přemýšlejte.. proč se chtějí za každou cenu zbavit Trumpa? Co se

stane se všemi společnostmi/agenturami třetích stran, které pracují

pro zkrachovalou společnost?

 

 


